Clustering in small networks of excitatory neurons with heterogeneous coupling strengths.
Excitatory coupling with a slow rise time destabilizes synchrony between coupled neurons. Thus, the fully synchronous state is usually unstable in networks of excitatory neurons. Phase-clustered states, in which neurons are divided into multiple synchronized clusters, have also been found unstable in numerical studies of excitatory networks in the presence of noise. The question arises as to whether synchrony is possible in networks of neurons coupled through slow, excitatory synapses. In this paper, we show that robust, synchronous clustered states can occur in such networks. The effects of non-uniform distributions of coupling strengths are explored. Conditions for the existence and stability of clustered states are derived analytically. The analysis shows that a multi-cluster state can be stable in excitatory networks if the overall interactions between neurons in different clusters are stabilizing and strong enough to counter-act the destabilizing interactions between neurons within each cluster. When heterogeneity in the coupling strengths strengthens the stabilizing inter-cluster interactions and/or weakens the destabilizing in-cluster interactions, robust clustered states can occur in excitatory networks of all known model neurons. Numerical simulations were carried out to support the analytical results.